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First of all i look good in this shirt

You want to make your own shirt? Then keep reading! - Sewing machine-scissors-palmer-craft paper large piece-shirt for material-shirt-shirt and good fit start by folding pieces of paper in two. Put the shirt out there and make sure you mark it top and bottom so you know where the shirt is. Follow al around the shirt a centimeter away from the shirt. Finger-turn
one centimeter away from the original line to follow the sheath. Fold the arm back and you can put only such small marks throughout the entire proces. We're doing the same thing for the collar as we do for the arm. PLace finger a centimeter from the line. Put the flaky fabric back and down a sign. Now you have all the little signs. Connect them to the zo line.
Now follow the line with scissors and the basic pattern is ready. For the arm we start again by folding the piece of paper in two. Put the shirt down as picture en trac again with small marks. Also, as you have learned before, the arm has to place your finger at the end of the most part. Cut this and you have all the molds for your shirt. Cool your fabric to the
floor and fold in double. Put the patter on it for one side and cut it with both layers. Do the same for the other half of the pattern. Only one layer is required for the arms. Fix the shoulder parts together on the right edges. And they sew them up. Now with sleeves. First, fix the arm to the end of the shoulder. When you do, you can sew them up. If you did it on
both sides, you can pin and sew the sides of the shirt. Don't forget to sew the bottom of your arms together. When you did, you ran out of shirts. I hope you're happy with your new shirt! So you made your wonderful, wonderful, colorful necklace out of your old T-shirt.  You had so much fun.  It's fun to pull the shirt into the garden.  You've made one for
everyone you've ever known, and people are giving you their old T-shirts.  You've saved a stash.  The worst thing is that there is also a lot of cut t-shirts accumulated and you only go to an eighties party a year.  You can't wear them publicly without just a mullet and it's getting a lot of upcycling.  You can't throw away all this fabric somehow.  You can make a
carpet with it of thread and crochet (another instruction for another day) or you can make a slightly different style of branch and t-shirt necklace.  A taggie necklace. This tutorial was originally posted on my blog. You need a T-shirt scissors or a rotary cutter and Mat.For any t-shirt scarf or necklace, the right kind of t-shirt selection-shirt half battle.  You want to
pick out an old school shirt.  A mixture of 100% cotton or 50 50 cotton.  New wicks and synthetic fabrics cannot stretch and curl properly.  You too to find a shirt without any side seams.  You can't escape under the arm and the seams on the shoulders, but you can look for a shirt without side stitches.  This traditional necklace makes peasy easy ....  Cutting. 
Stretch, wrap with a strip and wear! Side seams create both a collective and weak spot in the thread because it is a problem with the basic t-shirt necklace.  They need to be hugged or covered.  Double loop with wrapping all together because the necklace makes it much shorter.  It means there's a bulky shawl at two points on the necklace wrapping them
separately.  It's not unseasable, but it's definitely workable.  This project works well for side stitched shirts. The seams can be lifted with no effect on the resulting necklace. One last note about shirt selection.  Heavily inked areas or iron transfers affect the stretching and rolling of the material.  Look for small logos or shirts with very light print. Cut the main
body of the shirt into loops for a traditional t-shirt necklace. Also cut blocks, stretch and wear as infinity scarves, as in the picture! Slice the sheath into rings, just as you cut the torso of the main shirt.  Try to get them about an inch wide.  But there's no stress about being perfect or right.  As long as you're in the ballpark it won't matter much if it's a little wider
and a little narrower there.  All jagged edges, pull out once and they will roll in the string that does not appear.  If you're cutting your arm, you're going to cut it.  Hide.  You'll need to keep your necklace tidy at the end.  Cut the last arm with stitches.  Then add it to the small bit box to use as a dog bed or stuffing for something.  Now continue cutting stripes
though all the way up to the front and back collar of your shirt.  Pay attention to how the logo is almost entirely located in a ribbon.  (If not rounded, it can be added to the small bit box.) Open the rest. Cut as many lanes as you can.  The neckband and seams will go to the small bit jar for solid filling.  If you have chosen a shirt with side stitches, there will be a
seam on the arm bit and long bit.  Just trim the seam and add the lefters to the small bit box.  Now take each of these t-shirt strips from the ends and pull! Watch them curl up.  Make lots of beautiful t-shirt thread! Reach for the yarn heap. Take two pieces.  Tie the ends together. Use a square node.   Pull the ends tightly. Add another one at the end and
continue.  Use your yarn as much as you want.  Add fuller necklaces to more stripes. Connect the last part to the first piece.  Now there's a giant loop of knotted t-shirt thread.  Collect Like a garden hose or a coil up to a set of ropes or lights.  Change the size of cycles.  Make sure the smallest loop still fits on your head. Make sure you're not stuck in the
largest loop. There is no science here.  Put it on and put it on! Because this taggie t-shirt thread is a giant loop then you can get wandered not wearing it.  Do you remember that piece on the arm?  Now it's time to get him out.  Wrap it around the spiral necklace.  And plug one end of the strip into the loop on the other side.  Together give all coils a gentle
tugboat safe.  You're not tying the knot.  It's a loose conservative to keep things together.  When you're ready to wear it again, take off the loop.  What if your necklace gets mixed up?  No worries.  Just untie it and tie a new knot.  No one's going to know you have no intention of being like this.  The tutorial was originally posted on my blog. Look for a new
Instructable to use until the last bit of the T-shirt thread-making bracelet.  Throw the shirt worn on your main contentRD.COMAt back and put it in one of these new uses. Shortening a long-sleeved shirt. Take that worn shirt off your back and put it on one of these new uses. Shortening a long-sleeved shirt. If your shirt has worn cuffs but otherwise looks good,
cut and close the sleeves to make short sleeves. Make big picture aprons if you get a lot of extra wear on the itWorn-out long-sleeved shirt. In your next home project, wear an old long-sleeved shirt. You don't have to worry about paint splashes and mud. And of course, the old shirt apron is ideal for children at home or school when in creative paint or arts-
and-crafts. Make a shirt for your backpack. Tie a knot under the shirt and things with the collar part. Tie the arm together and sling over your shoulder. This is a good way to carry a small load of laundry for laundry. Old shirts make great rags. Especially good for cleaning cobwebs and other dust from ceilings and corners. Stick to one end of the broomstick
and start dusting. Shirt rags also have good shoe polishers. Make a napkin. Cut the shirt backs into 12-inch squares of fabric. Besides, we have a new set of both sides and dinner napkins together. Cut the sections. Take off all the buttons and decorations on your shirt and set aside for your children who will love all the trinks you've given them for arts and
crafts projects. Originally published as: April 09, 2011Originally published in Reader's Digest ENJOY BEST stories, advice &amp; jokes! Split Second Styling TipsI Keep My Shirts In Place In a Slightly Embarrassing WayThis bizarre style tip prevents your shirts from getting around under your sweaters, but it's a little weird to do that. All it takes is a
reorganization of the layout. What you wear reflects the most intrinsic Whether it's a power suit that screams longing for success or a Tron team that's longing for Jeff Bridges. To grab Two In The Shirt.Specializing in T-shirts showing cheeky photos of naked/nearly for the outfits every man desires, Seattle-based T.I.T.S. has based all its operations on a
simple but bold premise that everyone wants sex, a much more exciting truism than behind its previous incarnation, The Food, Shelter and Love Collection. The new holiday line reveals uplifting numbers like Carol &amp; Cheryl, in which the ladies said santa hats off during language wrestling; Talented, the ultimate xxxmas depicted in the morning, complete
with strategically placed ribbons; And Twice As Nice, sporting a pair of seasonal lingerie'd hotties, is perfect as Santa knows he is already a stone charcoal. Fresher smoke (martini drinking girl logo'd blowing smoke rings), Umbrella (coincidentally a brunette fruit with long hair) and Flawless, (girl w/vibrant toned lips and giant matching gemstone sucking),
women with alcohol, women with fruit and women with diamonds all just make sense; Also newly available vampire True Blood, and the Good Greens, depicting a hot, ganja-smoking golfer making a game of putt, putt, putt, give. Future T.I.T.S. plans include collabs with Tera Patrick and local hip-hop team Dyme Def; Right now, they're also presenting $100
gift checks to the winners of the sexy online Halloween costume contest -- no matter who wins, she should remember to wash these lacy bits in Light Cycle. Cycle.
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